
FOBOS

CND-SKB3 

Fobos keyboard is a membrane type device for experienced 
games who like to play modern games on top requirements. 
The keyboard has 5 keys for assigning macros and 8 
well-designed multimedia keys. The keys are highlighted by 
flame-coloured LED backlighting, giving you the right mood 
for late night gaming sessions. Its ergonomic design and 
aggressive spiky shape will be a good addition to your 
non-standard gaming setup. An On-board memory module 
allows to save your settings and backup your entire gaming 
profile right on the device.

features

5 macro keys

8 multimedia keys

Ergonomic gaming design 

CND-SKB3-US

CND-SKB3-RU

CND-SKB3-CZ

CND-SKB3-SK

CND-SKB3-HU

5291485003074

5291485003081

5291485003098

5291485003104

5291485003111

and aggressive spiky shape

Flame-coloured LED backlighting

Braided cable



FOBOS

5 MACRO KEYS
SET UP YOUR MOST USED 
KEY COMBINATIONS

When you play shooters or other dynamic and 
fast computer games, you’ll need to might want to 
have your most used key combinations saved. 
The 5 orange macro keys located on the left side 
of the keyboard allow to save macros and use 
them whenever you want.

ONBOARD MEMORY MODULE
KEEP ALL YOUR SETTINGS 
AND BACKUPS IN 1 PLACE

Don’t forget to save your profile to move forward in 
your game. Use the built-in memory module, so you 
can keep your gamer profile all your custom settings 
safe right under your hands.

SPECTACULAR LIGHTING AND SHAPE
FLAME-COLOURED LED ILLUMINATION 
AND AGGRESSIVE SPIKY DESIGN

Just take a look at your keyboard glowing in the dark and get 
inspired for long-lasting overnight gaming sessions. Enjoy this 
spectacular fire-coloured lighting on the keys and on the top 
panel of the device.

BRAIDED CABLE 
HIGH QUALITY CONNECTION

Braid-coated cable provides high speed and 
sharpness of the signal. Nothing can interfere the 
dynamics of your game! Instant signal transmis-
sion provided by the ferrite filter reduces electric 
interference.

8 MULTIMEDIA KEYS
SWITCH YOUR MULTIMEDIA 
FUNCTIONS FAST

A great option for long gaming sessions! You 
can switch between tracks, control volume, mute 
sounds not stopping the game.


